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INTRODUCTION
Powered-Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) are reusable PPE that provide 
a high protection level while imposing less difficulty in breathing when 
compared to other protection devices [1] [2]. However, PAPR’s intricate 
design and diverse materials makes them difficult to decontaminate 
between uses, posing an infection risk [3].
As a response to the widespread use of PPE during COVID-19 and the supply chain 
disruptions, numerous studies emerged to decontaminate protective items [4]. Vaporised 
Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP) has shown to be successful in decontaminating various types 
of disposable masks and respirators [5], but unfortunately there is limited evidence on its 
use to decontaminate reusable PPE. To implement a new decontamination technology for 
use in healthcare, evidence needs to be generated to ensure that the process can achieve 
adequate efficacy against microorganisms, can be compatible with PPE materials, and that the 
decontaminated items can be safe to use after the cycle.
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate VHP as an effective, repeatable decontamination 
technology suitable for PAPR; to determine the required time for off-gassing PAPR after a VHP 
cycle; and to determine if the exposure of PAPR to repeated decontamination cycles influences 
PAPR material’s visual properties and overall integrity.

MATERIALS & METHODS
Test Item: two PAPR with a visor made of cellulose propionate, a textile part made  
of laminated polyethylene (PP+PE), and a head harness made of polypropylene.
TESTING:
PAPR VHP Decontamination: performed inside a sealed, cladded 12.1m3 ProXpod®  
chamber, using a 7.5% Hydrogen Peroxide solution. 12 Mesa Labs G. stearothermophilus 
(HMV-091) 1.8 x 106 CFU per stainless steel carrier Biological Indicators (BI) and 12 Excelsior 
Chemical Indicators (CI) were used on each cycle at challenging chamber locations.
Off-Gassing: monitoring of the PAPR H2O2 levels after decontamination using a Porta 
Sens D16 III gas monitor to determine the time taken for the VHP concentration to reach 
undetectable levels (i.e., 0 ppm). Measurements were taken on the exterior textile, interior 
textile, plastic visor, head harness, and internal elastic. Preliminary tests were performed  
to determine the best off-gassing scenario that would lead to the shortest Off-Gassing Time. 
Highly Accelerated Life Cycle Testing (HALT): 50 continuous decontamination cycles  
were performed to simulate the repeated exposure to decontamination after use of the PAPR. 
Visual Appearance: performed before and after the HALT cycles, to determine if the 
decontamination caused any physical changes. This included a Qualitative Test recording 
possible visual spots, marks, colour change, or material modification, and a Quantitative  
Test using an Opacity Meter PCE-RM 100 and a PCE-XXM 20 Colour Meter applying 
CIEDE2000 Colour-difference formula.

RESULTS
Decontamination process using Biological and Chemical Indicators: the three ProXcide® 
Decontamination Cycles were successful; all BI returned no growth and the CI changed colours 
according to the manufacturer’s instruction after exposure to the VHP cycle.
Off-Gassing: using an Off-Gassing set up consisting of a closed ProXpod chamber with a fan 
and portable heater, it was possible to off-gas the PAPR in 8 hours.
HALT Cycles: all 50 decontamination cycles showed a successful Decontamination Process Report.
Photographic Appearance: results from the Photographic Appearance from different PAPR 
views are shown on Fig. 1.
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The test item is in good condition The test item is in good condition

Plastic visor transparency: the background can be 
clearly seen through the visor

Plastic visor transparency: the background can  
be clearly seen through the visor

The elastic meets its function The elastic meets its function

All the materials are in good condition All the materials are in good condition

All the materials present a uniform colour Minor colour changes were identified in the Head 
Harness Textile, with the grey shade presenting  
a slightly lighter tone on some areas
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CONCLUSIONS
Findings from this study show that VHP is an effective method to successfully decontaminate 
PAPR. Off-gassing tests showed that 8 hours of off-gassing are required for the PAPR to 
be safe to reuse. Compatibility results show that exposing a PAPR to 50 decontamination 
cycles does not present significant changes in the PAPR colour, opacity, or overall visual 
appearance. Results from the off-gassing and visual appearance tests indicate that VHP has 
a different effect depending on the material as seen on the Head Harness Textile and Internal 
Elastic materials, expressed through longer off-gassing times and higher colour differences.
The main advantage of this study is that it is aligned with healthcare needs and positively 
contributes to the field of infection control. There is a need for safe and effective 
decontamination methods that are compatible with the materials commonly used in 
healthcare and that are ready to be implemented now. This study shows VHP as a safe and 
effective method that is easy to implement and compatible with healthcare’s demand for fast 
processes and quick turnaround times. 
The main limitation of this study is that the Off-Gassing Test was performed using 1 PAPR 
item, therefore, it is unknown which off-gassing values would be observed if testing the 
chamber at full capacity with a maximum of 270 PAPR. To further advance this research 
area, there is a need to performing off-gassing studies with decontamination chambers 
at full capacity, and to further study the VHP effects on different materials by performing 
compatibility test at both product and sample level.
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